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“We are not rebels and revolutionaries,
but humans who will no longer
be denied our humanity.”
- Marcus Garvey

D E D I C AT E D T O

With heavy hearts and deep love, we dedicate this year’s
plan book to Antonio Nieves Martinez—our cherished friend
and forever comrade in the struggle for justice. A scholar,
organizer, and activist, Antonio co-founded the People’s
Education Movement in 2012 and served as a Board member
for the Education for Liberation Network for many years. His
legacy is reflected in the continued work of the countless
community members he mentored, and we commit to carrying
forward his fight for educational spaces that are liberatory,
human, and restorative. Because he worked so hard to
educate and organize teachers to change the world, we are
proud to dedicate this year’s book in his name.

Facebook @justiceplanbook
Twitter @EdLibPlanBook

©2018, Education for Liberation Network
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Planning to Change the World is a plan book for teachers who believe their students can
and do create meaningful social change. It is produced by the Education for Liberation
Network, and is published in partnership with Rethinking Schools. The information and
ideas featured on its pages come from teachers, college students and activists who, like
you, struggle daily to put their values into practice. As educators, our vision of teaching
for liberation often gets buried under the everyday realities of teaching. Bombarded with
paperwork, tests and curriculum mandates, we feel frustrated, overwhelmed, alone.
This plan book is designed to help teachers translate their visions of a just education into
concrete classroom activities. It is both a daily reminder of the importance of teaching for
justice and a collection of tools to help you do just that. Planning to Change the World is
packed with important social justice birthdays and historical events, words of wisdom from
visionary leaders, lesson plans, resources, social justice education happenings and more.
It also connects you to a national community of educators who are interested in social
justice teaching. In this book we hear from teachers like you who care about their
students, respect them, and think that young people can, will and already do change the
world – teachers who believe it is their job to create classrooms in the image of the world
we want. This plan book was created to make that job just a little easier by helping you
turn your daily lesson planning into strategies for teaching toward democracy, justice,
freedom and peace.
In this edition, we also include a special feature on 15 Everyday Ways to Affirm Trans
and Gender Nonconforming (TGNC) Students. As we painfully recognize the hostility,
intolerance, and lack of safety experienced daily by our TGNC young people, we wish
to empower educators with everyday ways to create spaces of refuge for these students
in our classrooms and schools, where they can instead experience authentic inclusion,
recognition, and an embrace of their full humanity and identities. We are tremendously
grateful to the group of educator-activists who co-authored this invaluable guide and
resource for our community.
We hope, as we do each year, that this edition of the plan book provides you a small bit
of support, uplift, and inspiration each day of your school year. Thank you for planning to
change the world.
In Love, Struggle, and Solidarity,
Gretchen, Thomas, Carla, and Margaret

The Education for Liberation Network (www.edliberation.org) is a national
coalition of teachers, community activists, youth, researchers and parents who
believe a good education should teach people—particularly low-income youth and
youth of color—to understand and challenge the injustices their communities face.
The network aims to help improve the practice of Education for Liberation by bringing
people together to learn from each other’s experiences.
Education for Liberation Network would like to thank our fiscal sponsor, the
Chicago Freedom School, and our distributor, Rethinking Schools. We also thank the
following people for their vital assistance in creating this edition: Tracy Buenavista, Cati
de los Rios, Ron Espiritu, and Bree Picower.
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JULY 2019

First, a note about the dates featured in this book. There are so many events and people that could be included in a
planner like this, we had to find a way to narrow the possibilities. So for this calendar, we chose significant anniversaries
and birthdays, which generally means (with a few exceptions) anniversaries/birthdays that fall on the 10-year mark
(e.g. 10th anniversary of Hurricane Katrina and the 120th anniversary of the Plessy v Ferguson decision).

The weekly planning pages include
several special features:

Social justice birthdays
and historical events

Religious and
federal holidays
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education in
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peace?
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Social justice conferences
These are events for teachers
that have a social justice
theme. See page 205 for full
descriptions of these events.
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When you see these icons, turn
to page 122, where you will
find a list, organized by date,
of online lesson plans, articles,
videos and other resources that
you can use to teach about that
event or person. The resources
are coded as follows:
!

Elementary school

$

Middle school

%

High school

&'

Teacher Resources

All of the resources included
are also listed thematically
beginning on page 172.
You can view all of the resources in
this book online with live links at
www.justiceplanbook.com/resources

27

Quote of the week
30

This book has other important features:
- Reproducible social justice awards for students (see pages 206-207)
- A list of organizations and conferences where you can find more
resources or meet teachers who share your concerns (see pages 204-205)
- Teacher2Teacher - insights from a fellow social justice educator (see pages 56-57)
- 15 Everyday Ways to Affirm TGNC (Trans and Gender Nonconforming) Students
(see page 58-59)
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2018
8/1 180th anniversary of the emancipation
of slaves in the Bahamas and Antigua
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9/23 50th anniversary of the
founding of the Young Lords
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2018
10/7 20th anniversary of
Matthew Shepard’s murder
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11/6 50th anniversary of the start of the
successful San Francisco State College
strike for a College of Ethnic Studies
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2018-19
12/10 70th anniversary of the UN’s
Universal Declaration of Human Rights
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1/20 10th anniversary of President
Barack Obama’s Inauguration
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2019
2/4 20th anniversary of the murder of
Amadou Diallo by NYC police
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3/26 30th anniversary of the
Exxon Valdez oil spill
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2019
4/20 20th anniversary of the
Columbine High School
mass shooting
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5/12 140th anniversary of
Standing Bear v. Crook
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2019
6/4 100th anniversary of the 19th
Amendment, granting women’s suffrage
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7/18 120th anniversary of the
1899 newsboy strike
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TUESDAY 4
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How is the fight for disability rights different
from the struggle for disability justice?
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“Yes, tragically, the
unmistakable signs are before
us – before us, who really
love America. And it is we
who must sound the alarm for
the workers and the people to
take notice. For it seems that
today, as the right to organize
and strike was fought and
won, as the fight against
discrimination is being fought
but far from won, so the fight
for the very fundamentals of
American democracy must
again be fought for and
reestablished.”
- Luisa Moreno,
labor organizer and
civil rights activist
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MONDAY 10

TUESDAY 11
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WEDNESDAY 12

How are the effects of Western imperialism experienced by the people of the
Caribbean today, and for what reasons do these effects differ by country?

THURSDAY 13

FRIDAY 14

SATURDAY 15

SUNDAY 16

“He caminado por muchos
senderos, en los que he
encontrado muchas otras
voces, de hombres y mujeres,
que me han enseñado a
respetar y a defender la
dignidad de las mujeres, como
la mejor forma de respetar
y defender la dignidad del
género humano.”
- Esther Chávez Cano,
women’s justice and
human rights activist
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MONDAY 17
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TUESDAY 18

WEDNESDAY 19
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Besides marches and boycotts,
what are other means of protest?
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SUNDAY 23

“We must undertake the
struggle in all parts of the
world, wherever we may be,
because we have no other
spare or replacement planet.
We have only this one, and
we have to take action.”
- Berta Cáceres,
Honduran environmental
activist and Indigenous leader
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What specific role do athletes play in the struggle for
civil and human rights, both historically and today?
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“And so, lifting as we climb,
onward and upward we go,
struggling and striving, and
hoping that the buds and
blossoms of our desires will
burst into glorious fruition
ere long. With courage born
of success achieved in the
past, with a keen sense of
the responsibility which we
shall continue to assume,
we look forward to a future
large with promise and hope.
Seeking no favors because
of our color, nor patronage
because of our needs, we
knock at the bar of justice,
asking an equal chance.” ”
- Mary Church Terrell,
civil rights and
women’s rights activist
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April Sky Johnston
4th-5th Grade Reading Teacher

Wounded Knee District School
Manderson, SD

Can you tell us a little bit about why
you decided to become a teacher?
Reflecting on my own education, I was
taught that Manifest Destiny shaped
our country to become this great nation.
No one ever acknowledged that this
belief reduced an entire nation to less
than 1% of its population. Of course, I
knew as a child fighting this truth would
only land me in the principal’s office, so
I remained quiet and did the work that
was expected of me. In fact, I did it so
well I ended up with a full ride to an Ivy
League school. After graduation, I took
the opportunity to visit my partner’s
reservation. I began a part-time job as
a substitute teacher and realized that,
despite the progression of time, our
Native students were still being given
less than their non-Native counterparts.
It infuriated me that Native students’
education wasn’t prioritized. I became
acquainted with some Teach for
America corps members and joined the
organization with the intention of going
back to the same school and changing
the way these students were taught. I
remained at that school for three years,
and I’m happy to say that many of my
students attended rigorous summer
programs; many are on the honor roll
in high school; one was awarded the
Jack Kent Cooke Scholarship; and
the majority of them are on the path to
pursue higher education.
In what ways does your identity
influence how you teach and what
you teach?
I am Diné born to the Ojibwe. My
late mother was from the Navajo
nation and my father is from the Fort
Alexander Reserve in Manitoba. I was
raised in a traditional home where I
was taught my people’s traditional
stories and form of prayer. No matter
how far I travelled, I always kept my
traditional values with me. I am and
will always be proud to be Native
American. Therefore, I think it is
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important to share with my Native
students who they are and where they
come from. More than that, to share
with them what other successful Native
Americans are doing in all realms of
music, art, careers, etc.
What are some ways that you are
able to encourage your students to
be proud of who they are and where
they come from?
While I am Native American, it is
important to understand that there are
over 500 federally recognized tribes,
and the reservation where I teach is
not where my family is from. One way
I have incorporated their own culture
into my classroom is bringing respected
elders and inviting them to speak to
the students. I encourage my students
to utilize their Lakota language in and
out of the classroom. I also utilize the
successful work from other Native
professionals to shape most of my
class assignments. That includes
reading novels written by Native
writers, and analyzing topics shaping
Indian Country, including the NoDAPL
movement and the thousands of
murdered missing Indigenous women.
How were you and your students
involved in the NoDAPL struggle?
My students and I volunteered at
the NoDAPL site last November.
We camped, helped sort donations,
cooked, dried corn, and picked up trash
around the site. This was done and
sponsored through a nonprofit called
National Indian Youth Leadership,
which partnered with my middle school.
My students also researched the
missing Indigenous women all over
North America. They looked at the
rallies happening all over, including the
nearest, which took place in Rapid City,
SD. We weren’t able to attend the rally,
but the students were able to voice their
concerns and opinions.

What values guide your work as a
teacher?
As cliché as it might sound, I believe that
all students deserve equal education.
That does not mean teaching the
Western dominant society’s belief
system, but teaching our young to be
proud of who they are and where they
come from – to let them know that
they have something to bring to the
conversation and it’s a beautiful story.
When you say “equal education”
does that mean the same education
as people all over the country, or do
you think there are differences in
the educational needs of different
communities?
I believe that Native students deserve
the same opportunities as their nonNative counterparts. However, the
education offered has to be different
for these Native communities.
When teaching a population that
has intentionally been left out of
curriculums, one has to be careful
with what they present. Indigenous
communities are represented either
through a mystic exotic “Disney
Pocahontas” lens or through a savage
“redskins” lens. Neither one accurately
depicts Native communities today.
Affirming these students’ identities
ensures they become more successful.
You once wrote, “I have faith that the
beauty, strength and resilience of the
Lakota Nation will continue to guide,
protect and nurture our youth.” Can
you say more about this?
Our Native communities have endured
over 500 years of colonization, yet we
still hold on to our way of life. That will
never cease. It is through our belief
system that Native tribes have endured
today. The people who belong to the
Pine Ridge Indian Reservation aren’t
urgent and rushing around to achieve
some end; they simply live. It’s quite

common to find a brother and sister
riding bareback alongside the road to
visit their grandma. The government will
compare this land to other parts of the
world and classify it as impoverished,
but what they lack in money they make
up in laughter and culture. It is that
resilience and determination that will
continue guiding the youth. In a country
that values the American Dream, there
are those who value the teachings from
grandparents, the traditional stories,
songs shared from grandparents who
heard them from their grandparents and
so forth. This way of life is a gift and is
the reason the youth will succeed.

If a new teacher came to your
community at Pine Ridge, what
advice would you have for them?
Respect and acknowledge the history
of the Lakota Nation. Give the students
your very best because they deserve
the best. Don’t make excuses for
yourself or for the students. I am not in
denial; our children have many barriers.
Many people will say, “they have a hard
home life.” I will ask them in return,
“what does that have to do with your
providing them a quality education?”
The hard home life should motivate
them to find ways to reach the students.

What would you most want people
to know about your students?
My students constantly amaze me.
They have surpassed every challenge
I have presented to them. They
remain fearless and have some of the
best hearts I have ever seen. When
someone is in need or needs help, they
offer it without question. I am humbled
each day by them and what they have
overcome in their young lives, and yet
they still find the joy in life. Working
with them has been one of the greatest
blessings of my life, and I am truly
grateful to be a part of their lives.
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“Teachers are our nation’s greatest resource and
stand on the frontlines alongside our youth. They
have the capacity to be the first source of affirmation
and support for young people as they’re discovering
themselves, and I hope this resource encourages
teachers and administrators to be advocates toward
making our schools safe and welcoming spaces
for all students, regardless of their gender identity,
expression or sexual orientation.”
Janet Mock, New York Times bestselling author of Redefining Realness

1 Adopt an intersectional approach

to supporting TGNC students. Sexuality
and gender identities are related to the
other identities that people hold, and the
privileges associated with those identities.
Individuals in our community hold not only
LGBTQ identities, but are also People of
Color, people with disabilities, immigrants,
and people experiencing homelessness.1
The supports needed by White TGNC
people will likely be different from those
for TGNC People of Color (PoC), and
within PoC, a variety of experiences and
cultural traditions can inform the supports
they need. Kian, a member of GLSEN’s
National Student Council, advises us to
“identify the intersections between class,
race, and gender identity and listen to
the voices often being marginalized and
erased within your school community
and the entire country.” (GLSEN: “How to
Support Transgender Students”).2

2 Instead of calling roll, have students

introduce themselves. Give students the
chance to share their names and pronouns
with you and their classmates, instead of
relying on the information presented on
school paperwork. It’s an opportunity to
affirm students, TGNC as well as many
others, by centering their presentation of
themselves to others in the way they’d like
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to be known. Try a name game to learn
and practice name pronunciations. If asking
students to write name tents, explicitly invite
them to write the name and pronouns by
which they would like to be known. Resist
assigning pronouns before asking.

3 Introduce pronouns early and

often through a game or a get-to-knowyou worksheet. Model by naming your
own pronouns and those of role models
to whom you introduce students, taking
care to include individuals representing
a diversity of genders. Remind students
that we wouldn’t assume someone’s name
without asking first, so we don’t assume
their pronouns either.

4 Ask students how they’d like you to

respond if someone misgenders them. If
you’ve already gained the trust of a TGNC
student and want to affirm their gender
identity, ask them how they’d like you to do
so. What name and pronouns would they
like you to use in front of their classmates?
What would they like you to do if a
classmate or teacher misgenders them?
What names and pronouns would they like
you to use when speaking with their family
members? Answers may change for an
individual student over time, so keep lines
of communication open.

5 Model accountability and affirmation.
Did you mess up a student’s pronouns?
Apologize, correct yourself by repeating
your statement using the student’s correct
pronoun, and move on. Dwelling on your
mistake is self-serving and puts the trans
person in an uncomfortable position.
On the flipside, showing students that
teachers can apologize and correct our
mistakes, prioritize a moment affirming the
student’s gender, and then return to the
topic of discussion will make it possible for
students to repeat that behavior. To prevent
future misgendering mistakes, practice
on your own time so it doesn’t happen
again. This ally-focused resource3 can
help you make a personal shift. Help your
students to practice this with the lesson:
“Misgendering and Respect for Pronouns.”4

6 Make your language more inclusive

and reconsider gendered protocols.
Instead of referring to your class as “boys
and girls,” try “artists, scientists, readers”
– words that honor what students can be
over what they have been assigned. Use
GLSEN’s “Pronoun Resource”5 to learn
more and for tips on gender-inclusive
language. Do you line up students with a
boys and girls line? Keep a boys and girls
classroom closet? Consider new affirming,
creative ways to divide your students into
two groups.

7 Make your support of TGNC and all

LGBTQ+ students visible. Let students
know you are someone to whom they
can turn for support by making your
commitment visible. Hang up stickers and
posters available from TSER6, the GLSEN
Safe Space Kit7, or wear an “OUT for
Safe Schools”8 badge available in several
urban school districts. Post pictures and
quotes from noteworthy queer and trans
leaders. Challenge gendered assumptions.
When you hear, “Only girls wear nail
polish,” ask questions to dig deeper:
“What makes you say that?” “Does anyone
else feel differently?” Weave affirmations
and entrances into your classroom
conversations so it is obvious to students
that you will welcome them if they choose
to confide in you about their identity and
about any support they may need.

8 Be prepared for a student to disclose

their trans identity to you. Now that you’ve
stood out as an ally, some TGNC students
may choose to come out to you. Respect
their privacy and recognize that they are
entrusting you with this information, not
everyone. You are not obligated to share
this information; sharing the information
without their consent could betray their
trust and even put them in jeopardy if their
families are unsupportive. Ask and support
student decision-making about if, when, and
in whom to confide about their identity. Self
monitor your reactions to make sure you’re
not processing your own potential surprise
or confusion with the student to keep their
needs centered. For more information, check
out “When a Student Comes Out to You.”9

9 Teach about trans and gender

non-conforming experiences and
people. No matter what you teach, it’s
possible to make TGNC people visible
in your curriculum. Share examples of
gender variant role models10 connected
to your course topic who express gender
in a range of ways beyond the binary.
Representation enables reflection and
expands what “normal” is! If your math11
word problems describe stories of people,
try referring to people in non-heterosexual
couplings or describing a person using
non-binary pronouns. Debunk the concept
of a biological sex binary12 in your biology
class. Try studying the declassification
of homosexuality as a mental illness13
to start a discussion of science vs social
constructs. If you need help, refer to the
many curricular resources mentioned in
this plan book to enhance your lesson
planning, and reach out to other educators
to do this work collaboratively!14, 15

10

Become versed in your school and
district policies addressing the needs
of TGNC students, as well as their local,
state, and federal rights. Despite current
administration initiatives to undermine
the rights of TGNC students, many legal
protections remain in place, including the
right to a safe and supportive learning
environment. The ACLU and Lambda Legal
are excellent resources for information
and legal support. In some municipalities,
supportive policies go beyond those of
Title IX and 14th amendment rights, which
remain in place.16,17 GLSEN’s “Model
Policy” provides language you can use
to advocate for affirming policies that
center on trans students and provide best
practices in regard to school records,
confidentiality when speaking to parents
and family members, gendered-spaces
and response to bullying and harassment.18
“Trans Inclusion in High School Athletics”
focuses on supportive policies regarding
bathrooms and locker rooms.19

11 Advocate for all-gender bathrooms

that are consistently accessible to
students, and uphold a policy allowing
students to use the bathroom that
matches their gender identity. Bathrooms
have become a keystone issue in the
struggle for trans inclusion. In the words of
actress and LGBT advocate Laverne Cox,
“When trans people can’t access public
bathrooms we can’t go to school effectively,
go to work effectively, access health-care
facilities. It’s about us existing in public
space.” All-gender restrooms are a beacon
to TGNC students20 that their school has
a vested interest in supporting them by
making school facilities accessible, as is
signage affirming that all individuals can
use the bathroom that matches their gender
identity. In addition to your students who
may identify outside the gender binary,21
all-gender restrooms can be supportive of
disabled students as well as cisgender and
heterosexual students who are bullied for
their gender expression. As a supportive
educator, don’t wait for a student who
needs it to ask. Proactively work with
administrators and building officials to
remove the obstacles surrounding affirming
bathroom access at your school.

12

Combat bullying with LGBTQSpecific Support. Your support can
be life-saving. While young people are
brilliant and resilient, LGBTQ and gender
nonconforming students face high rates of
bullying and discrimination at school, and
this victimization can lead to higher rates of
depression and even suicide. Make sure that
your school counselors have been trained in
LGBTQ-specific supports, and that all of your
students have access to suicide prevention
resources, such as the Trevor Project.

13

Start/Support a Gender and
Sexuality Alliance (GSA) at your school.
Create a GSA22 in your school community
where LGBTQ students and allies can
gather to center student voices, leadership
and needs. Federal law protects the right
of all schools to establish a GSA as part
of an extra-curricular program. Moreover,
schools with GSAs have reduced suicide
risk for all students, including heterosexual
boys.23 To develop your GSA,24 establish
norms for students to assure mutual
respect and affirmation. Try to build
administrative and collegial alliances so
that the student participants feel supported
by many entities. Discuss what students
need in terms of interaction with parents
while also building home connections
when possible and safe. Connect students
with outside organizations developing
LGBTQ youth affinity,25 youth leadership
development,26 and establishing networks
and events for GSAs and queer youth.

14

Facilitate training for colleagues
(pedagogues and all staff) and families.
Connect with national organizations and
local LGBTQ organizations and centers
in your city to see if they offer training on
gender inclusivity for schools and PTAs.
Consider attending training with the goal
of teaching them to your colleagues.
There’s always more to learn, as affirming
terminology and current legal rights are
ever evolving. Consider forming a collegial
group (e.g., an inquiry group or equity
committee) that stays in touch with current
best practices.

15

Advocate for restorative justice,
rather than punishment. Building
community gives TGNC students a safety
net when life gets challenging. Restorative
practices help all students in ways that
don’t single out TGNC students. Zero
tolerance policies aren’t effective27 and
often result in pushing unresolved conflicts
into other schools, in addition to falling
disproportionately on students of color.
Moreover, bullying can be a complex
dynamic that includes situations in which
a victimized LGBTQ student may, in turn,
respond with harm that is pathologized or
criminalized.28 Mediation and facilitation
practices support overall school climate
and give all students a tool for their own
self-advocacy.
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Additional Resources
GLSEN: GLSEN is a leading national education organization focused
on ensuring safe and affirming schools for LGBTQ students.
www.glsen.org
Lambda Legal: Lambda Legal is a national organization
committed to achieving full recognition of the civil rights of lesbians,
gay men, bisexuals, transgender people and everyone living
with HIV, through impact litigation, education and public policy work.
www.lambdalegal.org
New York City Oral Trans History Project: NYC Oral Trans
History Project is a community archive devoted to the collection,
preservation and sharing of trans histories, organized in collaboration
with the New York Public Library. www.nyctransoralhistory.org
The Center: The Center in New York City is a community center
focused on the needs of the LGBT community, offering services as well
as a wealth of resources. gaycenter.org/resources#gender-identity
The Trevor Project: The Trevor Project is a leading national
organization providing crisis intervention and suicide prevention
services to lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender and questioning
(LGBTQ) young people ages 13-24. www.thetrevorproject.org
Unheard Voices: GLSEN, the Anti-Defamation League
(ADL) and StoryCorps have collaborated to create Unheard Voices, an
oral history and curriculum project helping educators integrate lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender (LGBT) history, people and issues into
their instructional programs. www.glsen.org/unheardvoices.html

Comic created by Sophie Labelle
of Assigned Male Comics
www.assignedmale.tumblr.com
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PA%T')'U5.(%*3%-5a'T2.%/5+')265%<B+'.6%)/5%
FEN](K%$/'(%<'(@;2T5?5.)%'(%*.;,%*.5%*3%
?2.,%;562;;,%(2.T)'*.5<%3*+T5<%+5;*T2)'*.(%
'.%PA%/'()*+,K%$/5%;5((*.%/'6/;'6/)(%)/5%
*.6*'.6%)'5%=5)855.%'??'6+2)'*.%@*;'T'5(%*.%
)/5%*.5%/2.<%2.<%5T*.*?'T%)+5.<(%*.%)/5%
*)/5+K%A)B<5.)(%2.2;,U5%@+'?2+,%2TT*B.)(%
2.<%'?265(%3+*?%)/5%FEN](D%<5S5;*@%
S*T2=B;2+,%+5;2)5<%)*%+5;*T2)'*.D%2.<%
<5?*.()+2)5%B.<5+()2.<'.6%)/+*B6/%T+52)'S5%
8+')'.6K%H=?!QJ%/))@(X99=')K;,9M1d7(/@
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5 =',6',+%!>&/?!;/7+5)'(?!';%,+--?!

'@%&/,!'(5!';%)*)-%?!</,(!A"BCDEK!\*+52.%
7?5+'T2.%T*?5<'2.D%2T)+5((D%2B)/*+D%2.<%
2T)'S'()%-2+62+5)%O/*%/2(%5a@;*+5<%'((B5(%*3%
+2T5%2.<%(5aB2;'),%'.%/5+%()2.<VB@%T*?5<,%
+*B)'.5(K%A/5%'(%2;(*%2.%2<S*T2)5%3*+%)/5%
!"#$%T*??B.'),%2.<%3*+%@+'(*.5+([%+'6/)(K
T-=+)#<%#3)=&'#0&#7""A#<%#ET3:#
@<-+)&<*D%=,%"!A>QK%$/'(%eA235%A@2T5 %
\')f%*.%2;;,(/'@%'(%<5('6.5<%3*+%(T/ **;%
()233%8/*%8'(/%)*%(B@@*+)%!"#$%()B<5.)(%
2.<%T+ 52)5%2%(235%(@2T5 %3*+%2;;%()B<5.)(D%
+562+<;5((%*3%(5aB 2;%*+'5.)2)'*.D%65.<5+%
'<5.)'),%*+%65.<5+%5a@ +5(('*.K%HVRJ%/))@(X99
=')K;,9M"G=6Z'
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20th anniversary of the first Bisexual
:,)5+!F4'6K%#'(5aB2;%@5*@;5%*3)5.%35;)%
they couldn’t identify with the rainbow flag
)/2)%/2(%T*?5%)*%+5@+5(5.)%)/5%!"#$g%
T*??B.'),K%A55C'.6%)*%'.T+52(5%S'('=';'),%
2.<%6'S5%)/5%='(5aB2;%T*??B.'),%')(%*8.%
(,?=*;D%2T)'S'()%-'T/25;%c265%T+52)5<%
the bisexual pride flag. Pink represents
/*?*(5aB2;%H62,9;5(='2.J%;*S5h%=;B5%

+5@+5(5.)(%/5)5+*(5aB2;%H()+2'6/)J%;*S5h%2.<%
@B+@;5%+5@+5(5.)(%)/5%=;5.<'.6%*3%)/5%)8*K
3=*)U-0"#@<%(=)*;#7&#7&&%<0<)+#3=V
3=."=%'(01BAD%=,%`*='.%dT/ (K%7%3B;;,%
annotated bibliography of YA fiction
352)B+'.6%='(5aB 2;'),%'.%2%T5 .)+2;%T/ 2+2T) 5+%
2.<9*+%2(%2%)*@'T% *3%)/5%=**CK!H=?!Q?!VRJ!
/))@X99=')K;,9M"B+U8 (
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7 1/'7!>&/7-G.?!-/;)'4!;,)%);!'(5!

'(%)H2',!';%)*)-%?!</,(!A"B#DEK%O*.('<5+5<%
=,%(*?5%2(%)/5%e32)/5+%*3%?*<5+.%
;'.6B'()'T(D f%O/*?(C,%'(%2;(*%C.*8.%3*+%/'(%
5a@ *(i(%*3%6*S5 +.?5.)%8+*.6<*'.6%2.<%3*+%
/'(%*3)5.%T* .)+*S5 +('2;%(*T' 2;%T+ ')'T' (?K%&5%
82(%2.%*B)(@*C5.%*@@*.5.)%*3%)/5%PA%82+%
'.%4'5).2?%2.<%/2(%T* .)'.B5<%)*%B.T* S5 +%
?';')2+,%?'(<55<(%'.%82+(%'.%)/5%-'<52()D%
!2)'.%7?5+'T2 %2.<%73+'T2 K%&5%'(%)/5%(B=^5T) %
*3%)/5%282+<V8'..'.6%FEEM%<*TB ?5.)2+,%
:"&6;"/#6,$&+(4%&2*&#K
:B)#!**)&<=0"#$B%Q*DAD%5<')5<%=,%
7.)/*.,%7+.*S5 K%O/*?(C,[(%?2.,%
=5()(5;;'.6%8*+C(%/2S5 %(5+S5 <%2(%
)*BT/ ()*.5(%3*+%<'(('<5.)(D%2T) 'S' ()(D%
(T/ *;2+(D%2.<%T* .T5 +.5<%T' )'U5 .(%*.%
(B=^5T) (%+2.6'.6%3+*?%)/5%?5<'2%)*%/B?2.%
+'6/)(%)*%'.)5;;5T) B2;%3+55<*?K%<.*(322*&#$"'(
4.%=2>?%2((5?=;5(%)/5%T* +5%*3%/'(%?*()%
'?@*+)2.)%8+')'.6(D%'.T; B<'.6%5aT5 +@)(%3+*?%
his most influential texts over the past 40
,52+(K%HQ?!VRJ%/))@X99=')K;,9M1W]`;@
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9 I$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!%&+!J1!

>/(*+(%)/(!/(!K+(/;)5+K!$/5%
O*.S5 .)'*.%3*+%)/5%c+5S5 .)'*.%2.<%
cB.'(/?5.)%*3%)/5%O+'?5%*3%"5.*T' <5%
82(%2<*@)5<%=,%)/5%P.')5<%Q2)'*.(%
"5.5+2;%7((5?=;,%'.%+52T) '*.%)*%)/5%
Q2U' [(%(,()5?2)'T% ?B+<5+%*3%I58(%<B+'.6%
World War II. Genocide is defined as a
T+ '?5%*3%'.)5.)'*.2;%<5()+BT) '*.D%'.%8/*;5%
*+%'.%@2+)D%*3%2%.2)'*.2;D%5)/.'TD %+2T' 2;%*+%
+5;'6'*B(%6+*B@K%7;)/*B6/%)/5%PA%('6.5<%
the Convention in 1948, it wasn’t officially
ratified until 40 years later in 1988.
/%"%L0-*<#9)*%-(L)#$%"")L<=%&D%=,#
02T' .6%&'()*+,%2.<%dB+(5;S5 (K%7%
T* ?@+5/5.('S5 %T* ;;5T) '*.%*3%+5(*B+T5 (%3*+%
5.626'.6%()B<5.)(%*3%2;;%265(%'.%5a2 ?'.'.6%
)/5%/'()*+,%*3%)/5%&*;*T2 B()%2.<%<5S5 ;*@'.6%
)/5'+%(C';;(%*3%5)/'T2 ;%+52(*.'.6D%T+ ')'T2 ;%
)/'.C'.6D%)*;5+2.T5 %2.<%5?@2)/,K%$/5+5%'(%
2;(*%2%;'.C%)*%)/5%*+62.'U2 )'*.[(%65.*T' <5%
+5(*B+T5 %T* ;;5T) '*.K%H=?!Q?!VRJ%/))@(X99
888K32T' .6/'()*+,K*+69)*@'T(9 /*;*T2 B()%
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L$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!%&+!"-%!6'7+!/0!%&+!
M/7+(N-!:,/!O'-G+%<'44!P+'6@+!AMOPEc!
7;)/*B6/%8*?5.!/2<%@;2,5<%@+*35(('*.2;%
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=2;;%=53*+5%)/'(D%)/5%62?5%=5)855.%)/5%
O/'T2 6*%&B();5%2.<%)/5%-';82BC55%1*5(D%
was the first in the newly established
:*?5.[(%c+*35(('*.2;%#2(C5)=2;;%!526B5D%
which was the first attempt to launch a
.2)'*.8'<5%@+*35(('*.2;%=2(C5)=2;;%;526B5%
3*+%8*?5.K%$/*B6/%')%82(%+5;2)'S5 ;,%
@*@B;2+%'.%(*?5%T' )'5(D%*S5 +2;;%2))5.<2.T5 %
82(%@**+%2.<%?5<'2%T* S5 +265%S' +)B2;;,%
.*.5a' ()5.)K%$/5%;526B5%3*;<5<%'.%FEGFK
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8(%+,('%)/('4!S()7'4!R)6&%-!9'.K%
R.)5+.2)'*.2;%7.'?2;%`'6/)(%12,%=562.%
'.%FEEZ%8/5.%2%6+*B@%*3%2.'?2;%+'6/)(%
2T) 'S' ()(%<5T;2+5<%)/2)%2;;%2.'?2;(%2+5%
(5.)'5.)%=5'.6(%2.<%<5(5+S5 %)*%=5%)+52)5<%
8')/%+5(@5T)K%$/5%6+*B@%@'TC5 <%15T5 ?=5+%
F]%=5T2 B(5%')%'(%2;(*%&B?2.%`'6/)(%12,%
2.<%)/5%2..'S5 +(2+,%*3%)/5%('6.'.6%*3%)/5%
P.'S5 +(2;%15T; 2+2)'*.%*3%&B?2.%`'6/)(K

7""=)K*#30*D)<.0""#?()0QD%=,%#2+=2+2%
>K%#2+=5+K%&**C5<%*.%=2(C5)=2;;%3+*?%
the moment she first played, Allie nearly
6'S5 (%B@%)+,'.6%)*%65)%/5+%6'+;3+'5.<(%)*%
@;2,%)/5%e=*,([%62?5f%8')/%/5+D%=B)%/5+%
persistence is finally rewarded. (WJ%/))@X99
=')K;,9M1cT& 2bh%$52T/ 5+[(%"B'<5X%/))@(X99
=')K;,9M"c0U^ #

7&=Q0"#,(%<)L<=%&#7L<=5=<=)*D%=,%)/5%
R.()')B)5%3*+%&B?2.5%><BT2 )'*.K%7T) 'S'),%
)*@'T(% '.T; B<5%)/5%T* ..5T) '*.(%=5)855.%
2.'?2;%2.<%/B?2.%*@@+5(('*.D%)/5%
'.T* .('()5.T'5(%'.%/*8%85%?2C5%T/ *'T5 (%
2=*B)%/*8%85%)+52)%*)/5+(D%2.<%?*+5K%!HW?!
=?!QJ!/))@X99=')K;,9M?]ad LE

T0Q)#$B0&')(*;#:B)#W&*-&'#/)(%=&)*#
%I#@1%(<*#/=*<%(AD%=,%-*;;,%AT/ '*)K%$/'(%
=**C%'(%=2(5<%*.%)/5%R.()26+2?%2TT* B.)%j
$/5P.(B.6&5+*'.5(D%2%T5 ;5=+2)'*.%*3%)/5%
@'*.55+'.6D%3*+6*))5.%35?2;5%2)/;5)5(%*3%
)/5%M])/%T5 .)B+,D%2.<%352)B+5(%+2+5;,%(55.%
@/*)*(%2.<%.58%'.)5+S' 58(%8')/%@2()%2.<%
@+5(5.)%62?5%T/ 2.65+(K%HW?!=?!QJ%888K
)/5B.(B.6/5+*'.5(KT* ?

T$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!1'6@)<!='&0/@UN -!
1/<+4!:,)U+ !)(!P)%+,'%@,+K%Q26B'=%
-2/3*BUD %2.%>6,@)'2.%TB ;)B+2;%'T* .%8/*%
8+*)5%NL%.*S5 ;(%2.<%?*+5%)/2.%NY]%
short stories, was the first person from
2%-'<<;5%>2()5+.%T* B.)+,%)*%+5T5 'S5 %)/5%
Q*=5;%c+'U5 %'.%;')5+2)B+5K%&'(%8*+C(%T* S5 +%2%
=+*2<%+2.65%*3%)*@'T(D %'.T; B<'.6%(*T' 2;'(?D%
/*?*(5aB 2;'),D%2.<%"*<K
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10 Q@7'(!R)6&%-!9'.K%$/'(%<2,%

T ;5=+2)5(%)/5%PQ[(%2<*@)'*.%*3%)/5%
5
P.'S5 +(2;%15T; 2+2)'*.%*3%&B?2.%`'6/)(K
/-Q0&#9='B<*#0&+#@)(5=L)VE)0(&=&';#
E)**%&#,"0&*#0&+#,(%X)L<*D%=,%\+'()'.5%
#5;'(;5%2.<%>;'U2 =5)/%AB;;'S2 .D%7?.5(),%
R.)5+.2)'*.2;VPA7%2.<%&B?2.%`'6/)(%
><BT2 )'*.%7((*T' 2)5(%H&`>7JK%$/'(%?2.B2;%
T* .)2'.(%;5((*.(%2.<%(5+S' T5 V;52+.'.6%
@+*^5T) (K%$/5%;5((*.%@;2.(%2+5%<'S' <5<%'.)*%
five human rights topics: environment,
@*S5 +),D%<'(T+'?'.2)'*.D%T/ ';<+5.[(%+'6/)(%)*%
5<BT2 )'*.%2.<%/52;)/D%2.<%;28%2.<%^B()'T5 K%
HW?!=?!Q?!VRJ%/))@X99=')K;,9M?d=<EO
:%%"D=<#I%(#@LB%%"*#<%#3)L%Q)#/-Q0&#
9='B<*#Y(=)&+"AD%=,%7?.5(),%R.)5+.2)'*.2;K%
&B?2.%+'6/)(V3+'5.<;,%(T/ **;(%2+5%
3*B.<5<%*.%)/5%@+'.T' @;5(%*3%5WB2;'),D%
<'6.'),D%+5(@5T) D%.*.V<'(T+ '?'.2)'*.%2.<%
@2+)'T' @2)'*.K%$/5,%2+5%T* ??B.')'5(%
8/5+5%/B?2.%+'6/)(%2+5%;52+.5<D%)2B6/)D%
@+2T) 'T5 <D%+5(@5T) 5<D%@+*)5T) 5<%2.<%
@+*?*)5<K%$/5%86="&(@$+.#2(A,$*&1'?(
B/.%%'2(@2TC265%T* .)2'.(%2%)**;C')D%
@2?@/;5)(%3*+%()B<5.)(D%(T/ **;(D%)52T/ 5+(D%
T* ??B.')'5(%2.<%32?';'5(D%2(%85;;%2(%2%
@*()5+K%HW?!=?!Q?!VRJ%/))@(X99=')K;,9M7C:@k@
C)#7()#7""#3%(&#Y())D%=,%7?.5(),%
R.)5+.2)'*.2;K%cB=;'(/5<%)*%T5 ;5=+2)5%
)/5%b])/%2..'S5 +(2+,%*3%)/5%P.'S5 +(2;%
15T; 2+2)'*.%*3%&B?2.%`'6/)(D%C*(D,*(D''(
E%,&(A,**(B(5(%@'T) B+5(%=,%'.)5+.2)'*.2;;,%
+5.*8.5<%2+)'()(%)*%';;B()+2)5%)/5%?52.'.6%
*3%)/5(5%+'6/)(K%HWJ%/))@(X99=')K;,9MSM ZQ"^
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!'A1<=0&#9)5%"-<=%&D%=,%#2(?2%&2?<,%
2.<%1*.%\2+;K%7%@*85+3B;%@*+)+2,2;%*3%
the first three years of the Egyptian
+5S* ;B)'*.%)/2)%=562.%*.%I2.B2+,%MYD%M]FFD%
)*;<%)/+*B6/%()+'C'.6%'?265(%*3%2+)%)/2)%
)+2.(3*+?5<%>6,@)[(%82;;(%'.)*%2%S' (B2;%
)5()'?*.,%)*%=+2S5 +,%2.<%+5('()2.T5 K!H=?!QJ!
/))@X99=')K;,9M@G`Zk8
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I$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!%&+!J1N-!J()*+,-'4!
9+;4','%)/(!/0!Q@7'(!R)6&%-K%73)5+%
:*+;<%:2+%RRD%)/5%P.')5<%Q2)'*.(%"5.5+2;%
7((5?=;,%S* 85<%)*%.5S5 +%2;;*8%2)+*T' )'5(%
like those of that conflict happen again.
$/5%P.'S5 +(2;%15T; 2+2)'*.%*3%&B?2.%`'6/)(%
*B);'.5(%3B.<2?5.)2;%/B?2.%+'6/)(%)*%=5%
B.'S5 +(2;;,%@+*)5T) 5<K%R)%'(%T* ??5?*+2)5<%
5S5 +,%,52+%*.%)/'(%<2)5D%*)/5+8'(5%C.*8.%
2(%R.)5+.2)'*.2;%&B?2.%`'6/)(%12,K
CB0<#7()#/-Q0&#9='B<*Z;#E)**%&*#I%(#
J=+*D%=,%\'<:*+;<O')'U5 .K%0+*?%)/5%=;*6%*3%
2.%5;5?5.)2+,%(T/ **;%)52T/ 5+D%2%T* ;;5T) '*.%
*3%+5(*B+T5 (D%2T) 'S' )'5(D%=**C(%2.<%;5((*.(%
*.%/B?2.%+'6/)(%)*%/5;@%@2+5.)(%2.<%
)52T/ 5+(%'.)+*<BT5 %)/5(5%T* .T5 @)(%)*%
T/ ';<+5.K%HWJ%/))@(X99=')K;,9MR\@Ll6
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"#$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!%&+!V,+'%.!/0!:',)-K%
R.%)/5%$+52),%*3%c2+'(D%5.<'.6%)/5%A@2.'(/%
7?5+'T2 .%:2+D%A@2'.%+5;'.WB'(/5<%.52+;,%
2;;%*3%)/5%A@2.'(/%5?@'+5D%'.T; B<'.6%OB=2D%
cB5+)*%`'T* D%"B2?D%2.<%)/5%c/';'@@'.5(D%)*%
)/5%P.')5<%A)2)5(K%R)%?2+C5<%)/5%=56'..'.6%
*3%PA%'?@5+'2;%T* .)+*;%'.%)/5%O2+'==52.%2.<%
Pacific.

9)*=*<0&L)#=&#,0(0+=*);#9)<B=&D=&'#
MNN#H)0(*#%I#W@#>&5%"5)Q)&<#=&#<B)#
Caribbean and the PacificD#5<')5<%=,%
15=='5%:5'%2.<%`2T/5;%\2?5;K%$/'(%
)52T/'.6%6B'<5%3*TB(5(%*.%)/5%+*;5%*3%
PA%'.S*;S5?5.)%'.%T*B.)+'5(%(BT/%2(%
&282''D%"B2?%2.<%cB5+)*%`'T*K%0';;5<%8')/%
';;B()+2)'*.(D%T2+)**.(D%@/*)*6+2@/(D%@*5?(D%
()*+'5(%2.<%/'()*+'T2;%2.<%T*.)5?@*+2+,%
<*TB?5.)(%)/2)%2+5%3*+?2))5<%3*+%52(,%
+5@+*<BT)'*.%3*+%T;2((+**?%B(5K%H=?!Q?!
VRJ%/))@X99=')K;,9+(I2,8
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>'(/N-!1'%)/('4!Q@7'(!R)6&%-!S2',5!
)(!=+Y);/K%O/mS5 U% O2.*D%2%8*?5.[(%
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+2@5%T+ '('(%T5 .)5+%)/2)%/2(%/5;@5<%)5.(%*3%
)/*B(2.<(%*3%8*?5.%'.%)/5%T' ),K%O/mS5 U%
O2.*%8*.%)/5%282+<%Fb%,52+(%23)5+%(/5%
=562.%/5+%T2 ?@2'6.%2.<%.'.5%,52+(%23)5+%
5()2=;'(/'.6%4"2"(D=$+"K
[NN#H)0(*#%I#$B=L0&0#C%Q)&K*#/=*<%(AD%
=,%>;'U2 =5)/%-2+)'.5UK %A)*+'5(%2.<%@/*)*(%
*3%O/'T2 .29-5a' T2 .%7?5+'T2 .%8*?5.%'.%
@*;')'T(D %;2=*+D%2+)D%/52;)/%2.<%?*+5K%HQJ%
/))@X99=')K;,9M;6BCE8
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8(%+,('%)/('4!=)6,'(%-!9'.K!$/5+5%
2+5%2.%5()'?2)5<%M]]%?';;'*.%?'6+2.)%
8*+C5+(%'.%)/5%8*+;<K%$/5%PQ%?2+C(%)/'(%
<2)5%)*%+5T* 6.'U5 %)/'(%<'S5 +(5%6+*B@%*3%
8*+C5+(%2.<%)/5%5T* .*?'TD %(*T' 2;%2.<%
@*;')'T2 ;%T* .)5a) (%)/2)%2335T) %)/5'+%+'6/)(%2.<%
;'S5 ;'/**<(K
:B=&'*#0()#T%%+#\%4D%=,%1^2?';2%
R=+2/'?K%R.%)/5%@265(%*3%)/'(%T* ;;5T) '*.%*3%
(/*+)%()*+'5(D%?5.D%8*?5.%2.<%T/ ';<+5.%
8/*%/2S5 %T+ *((5<%T* .)'.5.)(%'.%(52+T/ %*3%
a better life find themselves struggling with
)/5%T/ 2*(%*3%<'(@;2T5 ?5.)%2.<%)/5%+5;'6'*B(%
2.<%TB ;)B+2;%T; 2(/5(%)/5,%32T5 %'.%)/5'+%.58%
/*?5(K%HQJ%/))@(X99=')K;,9M>&N:Uc
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"L$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!%&+!+Y+;@%)/(!/0!
[/&(!\+&/+K%\5/*5%82(%)/5%;52<5+%*3%)/5%
-*;;,%-26B'+5(D%2.%R+'(/%7?5+'T2 .%(5T+ 5)%
(*T' 5),D%T* .('<5+5<%2%3*+5+B..5+%)*%)/5%
*+62.'U5 <%!2=*+%?*S5 ?5.)%'.%)/5%PAK%
A@2+C'.6%+5('()2.T5 %)*%)/5%T* 2;%=*((5(%
2.<%S2 +'*B(%2T) (%*3%+5)2;'2)'*.%'.%52()5+.%
c5..(,;S2 .'2D%)/5%e-*;;'5(f%85+5%2TTB (5<%
*3%?B+<5+'.6%2)%;52()%M]%?'.5%3*+5?5.%
2.<%(B@5+S' (*+(%*S5 +%2%FLV,52+%@5+'*<K%
O*.S' T) 5<%*.%(@B+'*B(%5S' <5.T5 D%M]%?5.%
85+5%(5.)5.T5 <%)*%<52)/K%\5/*5%82(%
@*()/B?*B(;,%@2+<*.5<%'.%FEZEK
T(%4=&'#W1#=&#$%0"#$%-&<(AD%=,%AB(2.%
O2?@=5;;%#2+)*;5))'K%$/'(%=**C%*335+(%
firsthand accounts and compelling facts

2=*B)%)/5%;'S5 (%*3%T* 2;%?'.5+(%2.<%)/5'+%
32?';'5(%'.%.*+)/52()5+.%c5..(,;S2 .'2%2)%
)/5%<28.%*3%)/5%M])/%T5 .)B+,K%#2+)*;5))'%/2(%
also written a children’s literature fictional
2TT* B.)%*3%)/5%(2?5%)'?5%@5+'*<%2.<%
@5*@;5D%D(4%"'(:$&*,F2(E,$1*K%HW?!=J%/))@(X99
2?U. K)*9MW6)P.I

_______________________________
#$%&!S(()*+,-',.!/0!3%*4)""#56#
3%*4)""K%`*=5+)%#*(85;;%2.<%/'(%8'35%
Kimberly asked the courts for clarification
*.%8/5)/5+%=5'.6%*B)%2(%2%62,%?2.%
T* .()')B)5<%e2T) B2;%/2+?f%3*+%`*=5+)[(%
T/ ';<+5.%'.%)/5%?2))5+%*3%^*'.)%TB ()*<,K%
$/5%-2+,;2.<%O*B+)%*3%7@@52;(%+B;5<%)/2)%
/*?*(5aB 2;'),%82(%.*)%2%+52(*.%)*%+5()+'T) %
@2+5.)([%2TT5 ((%)*%TB ()*<,%*3%)/5'+%T/ ';<+5.K
:B)#J=+*;#:B)#$B="+()&#%I#ET3:O#
,0()&<*#=&#<B)#W@7D%=,%"2=+'5;2%&5+?2.K%
7%()B..'.6%@/*)*=**C%352)B+'.6%?*+5%)/2.%
Y]%@*+)+2')(%*3%T/ ';<+5.%=+*B6/)%B@%=,%62,%
@2+5.)(%'.%7?5+'T2 K%HW?!=?!QJ%/))@(X99=')K
;,9M&kGOAG

_______________________________
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"$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!V)7!
9+>&,)-%/Z&+,N-!5)-,@Z%)/(!/0!
%&+!'@;%)/(!/0!Z@<4);!4'(5K!$'?%
15O/+'()*@/5+D%2%T; '?2)5%2T) 'S' ()%2.<%
?5?=5+%*3%ec52T5 3B;%P@+'('.6Df%@+*)5()5<%
2.%';;562;%#B+52B%*3%!2.<%-2.265?5.)%
2BT) '*.%*3%@B=;'T% ;2.<%'.%P)2/%=,%
(BTT5 ((3B;;,%='<<'.6%*.%FL%@2+T5 ;(%*3%;2.<%
8')/%.*%'.)5.)'*.%*3%@2,'.6%3*+%)/5?K%&'(%
2'?%82(%)*%@+*)5T) %3+26';5%;2.<%'.%(*B)/5+.%
P)2/%3+*?%5.S' +*.?5.)2;%/2+?K%&5%82(%
2++5()5<%2.<%(5.)5.T5 <%)*%)8*%,52+(%'.%
35<5+2;%@+'(*.D%62+.5+'.6%/'?%'.)5+.2)'*.2;%
?5<'2%2))5.)'*.%2.<%(B@@*+)K
:B)#!&+#%I#<B)#C="+D%=,%Q'T*;5%&5;65)K%
>;5S5.V,52+V*;<%05+.%<*5(.[)%/2S5%)/5%
52('5()%;'35K%$/5%8**<(%.52+%)/5'+%/*?5%'(%
her only refuge, where she finds food and
@;2,(%8')/%/5+%.5'6/=*+[(%<*6K%#B)%8/5.%2%
3+2TC'.6%T*?@2.,%+*;;(%'.)*%)*8.D%/5+%(@5T'2;%
6+*S5%T*B;<%=5%+'@@5<%282,D%2.<%.*%*.5%5;(5%
(55?(%)*%T2+5K%:')/%.*%*.5%*.%/5+%('<5D%/*8%
T2.%(/5%(2S5%)/5%3*+5()%)/2)%/2(%@+*)5T)5<%
/5+%3*+%(*%;*.6n%H=J%/))@(X99=')K;,9MRN!;/g

_______________________________

21 M)(%+,!]/4-%);+K%$/5%:'.)5+%

A*;()'T5 %HQ*+)/5+.%&5?'(@/5+5J%?2+C(%)/5%
=56'..'.6%*3%8'.)5+K%R)%'(%)/5%(/*+)5()%<2,%
2.<%;*.65()%.'6/)%*3%)/5%,52+K%
7#$%A%<)#@%"*<=L)#:0")D%=,%$/*?2(%\'.6K%
$+'TC()5+%O*,*)5%'(%/2S'.6%/'(%3+'5.<(%
*S5+%3*+%2%35()'S5%(*;()'T5%65)V)*65)/5+%
'.%)/5%8**<(%8/5.%2%;'));5%6'+;%T*?5(%=,%
B.5a@5T)5<;,K%A/5%;52<(%)/5%@2+),6*5+(%
)/+*B6/%)/5%(.*8,%8**<(%)*%2%(/*@@'.6%
?2;;%o%2%@;2T5%)/5,%/2S5%.5S5+%(55.%=53*+5K%
:'..5+%*3%)/5%7?5+'T2.%R.<'2.%!'=+2+,%
7((*T'2)'*.%k*B)/%!')5+2)B+5%782+<(D%#5()%
c'T)B+5%#**CK%HWJ%/))@X99=')K;,9F$R57):

_______________________________
]/.'4?!%&+!1+2!^+',N-!;+4+<,'%)/(!/0!%&+!
Q/Z)!'(5!3@()K%7?*.6%)/5%&*@'%2.<%pB.'%
@5*@;5D%2%+')B2;%'(%@5+3*+?5<%)*%T5 ;5=+2)5%
)/5%+5)B+.%*3%)/5%(B.%23)5+%8'.)5+%2.<%2%)'?5%
of renewal and purification.
$)").(0<)#]A#/%1=#$%(&D%=,%7.')2%
c*;52/;2K%$/'(%=*2+<%=**CD%8+'))5.%'.%
&*@'%2.<%>.6;'(/D%'(%)/5%()*+,%*3%/*8%
T* +.%'(%@;2.)5<D%TB ;)'S2 )5<D%/2+S5 ()5<%2.<%
@+5@2+5<%3*+%B(5%'.%)/5%&*@'%/*?5K%$/5%
T* ;*+3B;%';;B()+2)'*.(%=,%&*@'%2+)'()%>??5))%
Q2S2 CBCB%<5@'T) %)/5%T/ 2.6'.6%(52(*.(%
2.<%<2';,%2T) 'S' )'5(%'.%2%&*@'%S' ;;265K%HWJ%
/))@X99=')K;,9M.Z;W5@

_______________________________
T$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!>&);'6/N-!
<'(()(6!5)-;,)7)('%)/(!<'-+5!/(!
-+Y@'4!/,)+(%'%)/(K%I*'.'.6%2%(?2;;%=B)%
6+*8'.6%.B?=5+%*3%T' )'5(%2.<%()2)5(D%)/5%
O/'T2 6*%O'),%O*B.T' ;%S* )5<%MGVFZ%)*%=2.%
<'(T+ '?'.2)'*.%=2(5<%*.%(5aB 2;%*+'5.)2)'*.%
8')/'.%)/5%T' ),K%$/5%?*S5 %;5<%)*%2.%
5a@ 2.('*.%*3%)/5%R;;'.*'(%&B?2.%`'6/)(%7T) %
'.%M]]YK
O-))(#3(%4&#8%=L)*;#,)(*%&0"#
\0((0<=5)*#%I#E0<=&0^%#ET3:#7L<=5=*QD%
5<')5<%=,%P+'5;%gB5(2<2D%!5)')'2%"*?5U%
2.<%A2;S2 <*+%4'<2;Vd+)'UK %>((2,(%
T/ +*.'T; '.6%)/5%5a@ 5+'5.T5 (%*3%FL%!2)'.a%
!"#$%2T) 'S' ()(%@+5(5.)%2%.58%@5+(@5T) 'S5 %
*.%)/5%*3)5.%?2+6'.2;'U5 <%/'()*+,%*3%)/5'+%
8*+C%'.%)/5%;2()%)/+55%<5T2 <5(%*3%)/5%M])/%
T5 .)B+,K%H=?!QJ%/))@X99=')K;,9MC\6R@G
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22 T$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0!%&+!

'--'--)('%)/(!/0!>&);/!=+(5+-K%
O/'T* %-5.<5(%82(%2%;2=*+%*+62.'U5 +%
2.<%2.%2<S* T2 )5%3*+%)/5%@+5(5+S2 )'*.%*3%
)/5%7?2U* .%+2'.3*+5()(%2.<%)/5%+'6/)(%
*3%#+2U' ;'2.%R.<'65.*B(%T* ??B.')'5(K%
-5.<5(D%2%+B==5+V)2@@'.6%8*+C5+D%
+5T* 6.'U5 <%)/5%.562)'S5 %'?@2T) %*3%3*+5()%
T; 52+VTB ))'.6%*.%)/5%5.S' +*.?5.)%2.<%;*T2 ;%
T* ??B.')'5(K%&5%(B@@*+)5<%(B()2'.2=;5D%
T* ??B.'),V*+'5.)5<%B(5%*3%)/5%3*+5()K%
7.%5()'?2)5<%FD]]]%+2'.3*+5()%2T) 'S' ()(%'.%
#+2U' ;%/2S5 %=55.%?B+<5+5<%('.T5 %FEGGK
_%-(&)A#=&<%#7Q0P%&=0;#$B=L%#])&+)*#
%I#3(0P="D%=,%c#AK%7%T* ;;5T) '*.%*3%;5((*.%
@;2.(%)/2)%2TT* ?@2.,%S' <5*%T; '@(%3+*?%
)/5%<*TB ?5.)2+,D%G%6,&*?($&#%(D="H%&$"K%
R.T; B<5(%;5((*.(%*.%)*@'T(% +2.6'.6%3+*?%)/5%
+2'.3*+5()%5T* (,()5?%)*%)/5%2T) 'S' ()(%8/*%
8*+C%*.%7?2U* .%+2'.3*+5()%T* .(5+S2 )'*.K%
One lesson focuses specifically on the
2T) 'S' (?%*3%O/'T* %-5.<5(K%H=?!QJ%/))@(X99
)*K@=(K*+69F^R'0]A

_______________________________

25 >&,)-%7'-K!O/+'()?2(%'(%2%O/+'()'2.%
/*;'<2,%)/2)%T5 ;5=+2)5(%)/5%='+)/%*3%I5(B(K%

:B)#C%Q)&#CB%#T05)#W*#$B(=*<Q0*D%
=,%:';;'2?%!*+5.%\2)UK %7+)'T; 5%2=*B)%/*8%
8*?5.%*+62.'U5 <%O/+'()?2(%=2U2 2+(%)*%
finance the abolition cause and used the
3B.<+2'(5+(%2(%2.%*@@*+)B.'),%)*%(@+52<%
2.)'V(;2S5 +,%?5((265(K%H=?!Q?!VRJ%/))@X99
=')K;,9FgSg I5G%
7"I()+=<%#Y"=)*#/%Q)I#=,%I*+65%7+6B5)2K%
7;3+5<')*%2.<%/'(%32?';,%2+5%65))'.6%+52<,%)*%
+5)B+.%)*%)/5'+%*;<%/*?5%'.%>;%A2;S2 <*+%3*+%
Christmas, their first time back since they
;53)%2(%+53B655(K%HWJ%/))@X99=')K;,9ML`LI:F%
30*).0""#30<*#I%(#$B(=*<Q0*D%=,%-'T/ 25;%
\B(B62CK%Q5S5 +%/2S' .6%(55.%)+55(D%)/5%
T/ ';<+5.%'.%`5@B;(5%#2,%<5T' <5%)/2)%)/5%
)+55(%)/2)%85+5%(5.)%)*%)/5?%3*+%@;2.)'.6%
?B()%=5%?52.)%3*+%?2C'.6%=2(5=2;;%=2)(K%
7.%2B)*='*6+2@/'T2 ;%)2;5%3+*?%\B(B62C[(%
T/ ';</**<%)5;;(%2%()*+,%*3%;'35%'.%)/5%7+T) 'TD %
2.<%/*8%<'335+5.)%TB ;)B+5(%T2 .%'.)5+@+5)%
)/'.6(%<'335+5.);,K%HWJ%/))@(X99=')K;,9M")+c!<

_______________________________
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F),-%!5'.!/0!\2'(U' '!AJ7/_'!`!
J()%.EK!\82.U2 2%'(%2%ZV<2,%T5 ;5=+2)'*.%
/*.*+'.6%73+'T2 .%7?5+'T2 .%TB ;)B+5%2.<%
/5+')265%'.%8/'T/ %52T/ %*3%)/5%(5S5 .%<2,(%'(%
dedicated to a specific life principle.
/%"=+0A*#7(%-&+#<B)#C%("+;#$)").(0<)#
J40&P00;#C=<B#$0&+")*F#$%QQ-&=<AF#
0&+#<B)#Y(-=<*#%I#<B)#/0(5)*<D%=,%O2+*;,.%
#K%d))*K%$/+*B6/%)/5%B(5%*3%@/*)*6+2@/(D%
)/'(%=**C%/5;@(%T/ ';<+5.%B.<5+()2.<%/*8%
\82.U2 2%'(%T5 ;5=+2)5<K%HWJ%/))@X99=')K;,9
`55pC:

_______________________________
""$%&!'(()*+,-',.!/0![';G![/&(-/(N-!
becoming the first Black heavyweight
</Y)(6!;&'7Z)/(K%73)5+%8'..'.6%)/5%)');5%
*3%eT* ;*+5<f%/52S,8 5'6/)%T/ 2?@'*.%'.%
FE]ND%I*/.(*.%T/ 2;;5.65<%I'?%I533+'5(D%
)/5%:/')5%?2.%8/*%)/5.%/5;<%)/5%8*+;<%
)');5D%=B)%I533+'5(%+53B(5<K%0'.2;;,D%/5%6*)%
/'(%T/ 2.T5 %'.%FE]GD%<5352)'.6%)/5%+5'6.'.6%
T/ 2?@D%$*??,%#B+.(K%&5%<535.<5<%/'(%
/52S,8 5'6/)%)');5%B.)';%FEFYK%I*/.(*.%82(%
a hero to Black people and vilified by many
:/')5%@5*@;5D%8/*%T* B;<.[)%()2.<%)*%(55%2%
#;2TC% ?2.%=52)%:/')5%=*a5 +(K
W&I%('=50.")#3"0LD&)**;#:B)#9=*)#
0&+#Y0""#%I#_0LD#_%B&*%&D#<'+5T) 5<%=,%
\5.%#B+.(K%$/'(%>??,q%782+<V8'..'.6%
<*TB ?5.)2+,%T/ +*.'T; 5(%I2TC% I*/.(*.[(%
^*B+.5,%3+*?%/'(%=56'..'.6(%2(%)/5%(*.%*3%
3*+?5+%(;2S5 (%)*%/'(%5.)+,%'.)*%)/5%8*+;<%
*3%@+*35(('*.2;%=*a' .6K%15(@')5%=+B)2;%
+2T' (?D%/5%=2));5<%/'(%82,%B@%)/+*B6/%)/5%
ranks to become the first African American
&52S,8 5'6/)%O/2?@'*.%*3%)/5%:*+;<K%c#A%
85=(')5%'.T; B<5(%2%)52T/ 5+[(%(5T) '*.%8')/%
;5((*.%@;2.(%2.<%+5(*B+T5 (K!HQJ%!'.C%)*%
film: http://amzn.to/2D5VPKP; Teacher’s
"B'<5X%/))@X99)*K@=(K*+69M1L>*<-%
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Key
E = Elementary School
M = Middle School
H = High School
TR = Teacher Resources

To see an online version of
this list with live links, visit:
www.justiceplanbook.com/resources
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S</4)%)/(!'(5!]4'*+,.
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7#C0(#<%#Y())#<B)#@"05)*Z#$52T/ '.6%
7T) 'S' ),%c10D%=,%#';;%#'65;*8K%R.%)/'(%
2T) 'S' ),D%()B<5.)(%5a2 ?'.5%5aT5 +@)(%3+*?%
Lincoln’s first inaugural address, the rarely
?5.)'*.5<%*+'6'.2;%FN)/%7?5.<?5.)%)*%
)/5%O*.()')B)'*.%)/2)%!'.T* ;.%@+*?'(5<%
)*%(B@@*+)D%2.<%)/5%>?2.T' @2)'*.%
c+*T; 2?2)'*.%)*%5a@ ;*+5%(*?5%*3%)/5%?,)/(%
2=*B)%)/5%O'S' ;%:2+K%HQJ%/))@X99=')K;,93>ME?"
3))&#/)()#@%#E%&';#@)")L<=%&*#I(%Q#
<B)#C,7#7Q)(=L0&#@"05)#\0((0<=5)*D%=,%
)/5%Q58%152;%Q5)8*+CK%R.T; B<5<%2+5%FZ%*3%
)/5%2@@+*a' ?2)5;,%MDN]]%7?5+'T2 .%A;2S5 %
Q2++2)'S5 (%T* ;;5T) 5<%=,%)/5%05<5+2;%:+')5+(%
c+*^5T) D%8')/%;5((*.%@;2.(K%HQJ%/))@(X99=')K
;,9FP'W+^8
3)I%()#@B)#C0*#/0((=)<D%=,%!5(2%O;'.5V
`2.(*?5K%:5%C.*8%/5+%)*<2,%2(%&2++'5)%
$B=?2.D%=B)%<B+'.6%/5+%;'35%(/5%82(%T2 ;;5<%
=,%?2.,%.2?5(K%7(%"5.5+2;%$B=?2.D%
(/5%82(%2%P.'*.%(@,K%7(%-*(5(D%(/5%;5<%
/B.<+5<(%)*%3+55<*?%*.%)/5%P.<5+6+*B.<%
`2';+*2<K%7(%-'.),D%(/5%82(%2.%5.(;2S5 <%
8*?2.%8/*(5%(@'+')%T* B;<%.*)%=5%
=+*C5.K%7.%5S* T2 )'S5 %@*5?%2.<%*@B;5.)%
82)5+T* ;*+(%T* ?5%)*65)/5+%'.%)/'(%T/ ';<+5.[(%
=**C%)*%/*.*+%2%8*?2.%*3%/B?=;5%*+'6'.(%
8/*(5%T* B+265%2.<%T* ?@2(('*.%?2C5%/5+%
;2+65+%)/2.%;'35K%HWJ%4'<5*%2=*B)%)/5%=**CD%
8')/%)/5%2B)/*+%2.<%';;B()+2)*+D%/5+5X%/))@(X99
=')K;,9MB$-\@<
3(=LD#.A#3(=LDD%=,%O/2+;5(%`K%A?')/D%I+K%
$/'(%()*+,%*@5.(%8')/%7?5+'T2 %=5T* ?'.6%
a new country and our first president,
"5*+65%:2(/'.6)*.D%.55<'.6%2%/*?5K%
R)%)/5.%<5(T+'=5(%/*8%5.(;2S5 <%73+'T2 .(%
85+5%@B)%)*%8*+C%)*%=B';<%)/5%:/')5%&*B(5K%
$/+*B6/%)5a)%2.<%';;B()+2)'*.D%E,$/>(7?(E,$/>%
)5;;(%)/5%()*+,%*3%/*8%5.(;2S5 <%@5*@;5%
8*+C5<%B.<5+%)/5%=;'()5+'.6%(B.%3*+%/*B+(%2%
<2,%B.<5+%6+B5;'.6%T* .<')'*.(K!HWJ%/))@X99=')K
;,9M;EQ$A1
$0(=..)0&#/=*<%(=)*#9)5)0")+I#$/5%
Q2)'*.2;%7+T/ 'S5 (K%$/5%/'()*+,%*3%)/5%
#+')'(/%O2+'==52.%'(%5a@ ;*+5<%'.%)/'(%
5a/ '=')'*.%)/+*B6/%6*S5 +.?5.)%<*TB ?5.)(D%
@/*)*6+2@/(%2.<%?2@(%<2)'.6%3+*?%
)/5%FZ)/%T5 .)B+,%)*%)/5%FEM](K%$*@'T( %
'.T; B<5%O2+'==52.%'<5.)')'5(D%(;2S5 +,%2.<%
.56*)'2)'.6%3+55<*?D%(*T' 5),%2.<%85;32+5%
23)5+%(;2S5 +,D%2.<%?*+5K%HQ?!VRJ%/))@X99=')K
;,9M.kCd)0
$%&*=+)(0<=%&*#I%(#!0("A#$B="+B%%+#
0&+#!")Q)&<0(A#!+-L0<%(*#%&#@"05)(A#
0&+#9)*=*<0&L)D%=,%$52T/ '.6%3*+%O/2.65K%
>((2,%3B;;%*3%+5(*B+T5 (%*.%)/5%e<*[(%2.<%
<*.[)(f%*3%=**C(%3*+%,*B.6%T/ ';<+5.%*.%)/5%
)*@'T% *3%(;2S5+,K%R.T; B<5(%2%;'.C%)*%2%;'()%*3%
?*+5%)/2.%Y]%+5T* ??5.<5<%=**C(%3*+%

,*B.6%@5*@;5%*3%2;;%265(K%HW?!=?!Q?!VRJ%
/))@X99=')K;,9F\SB E-7
Y()+)(=LD#?%-'"0**#Y='B<*#I%(#Y())+%QD%
=,%#';;%#'65;*8K%$/'(%;5((*.%'.)+*<BT5 (%
()B<5.)(%)*%)/5%.B?5+*B(%2.<%S2 +'5<%82,(%
73+'T2 .%7?5+'T2 .(%+5('()5<%5.(;2S5 ?5.)D%
B('.6%)/5%2B)*='*6+2@/'T2 ;%.2++2)'S5 %*3%<.*(
J$;*(%;(A,*1*,$/>(K%6+'"22I%@B=;'(/5<%'.%
FGLYK%R)%'.T; B<5(%2%S' <5*%*3%12..,%";*S5 +%
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Reconstructing the South: A Role Play,
by Zinn Education Project. This role play
lesson engages students in thinking about
what freed people needed in order to
achieve and sustain real freedom following
the Civil War. It’s followed by a chapter
from the book Freedom’s Unfinished
Revolution on what would happen to the
land in the South after slavery ended. (H)
http://bit.ly/2j6MTLE
Rethinkin’ Lincoln on the 150th Birthday
of the Emancipation Proclamation, by
Bill Bigelow, Huffington Post. This article
questions the portrayal of President Lincoln
as an abolitionist in the movie Lincoln.
Bigelow also discusses how he and his
students approached the study of the
Emancipation Proclamation, beginning with
Lincoln’s inaugural address. (H, TR) http://
huff.to/UpgZq8
Seven Miles to Freedom: The Robert
Smalls Story, by Janet Halfmann. Growing
up enslaved in South Carolina, Robert
Smalls – a slave steamboat wheelman who
became one of the Civil War’s greatest
heroes – always dreamed of the moment
freedom would be within his grasp. Now
that moment was here. Seven Miles to
Freedom is the compelling account of
his daring escape. (E) Teacher’s Guide
included here: https://bit.ly/2q1YPUz
Teaching Hard History: A Framework for
Teaching American Slavery, by Teaching
Tolerance. Most students leave high school
without an adequate understanding of the
role slavery played in the development
of the United States or how its legacies
still influence us today. To try to remedy
this, Teaching Tolerance developed a
comprehensive guide for teaching and
learning this critical topic at the middle
and high school levels. Includes primary
sources, podcasts, webinars and more. (M,
H) http://bit.ly/2FUocgs
The Meaning of July Fourth for the
Negro, by Frederick Douglass. Full text
of a speech delivered by Douglass in
Rochester, New York, on July 5, 1852. (M,
H) http://bit.ly/1xt0vT3
The Price of Freedom: How One Town
Stood Up to Slavery, by Dennis Fradin
and Judith Bloom Fradin. With powerful
illustrations and historically accurate
narrative, The Price of Freedom tells the
story of townspeople in mid-19th century
Ohio who resisted the inhumane Fugitive
Slave Law. (E) https://bit.ly/2HmVDKR
The Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade
Database and Lesson Plans, by
Voyages. A dedicated team of teachers
and curriculum developers from across
the US developed lesson plans to present
the transatlantic slave trade database to

a broader audience, particularly grade
6-12 students. These lessons allow
students to explore the history and legacy
of the Atlantic slave trade in diverse
and meaningful ways. (M, H) http://bit.
ly/1SlotMh
The Weeping Time: A New Book on
the Largest Slave Auction, by Anne C.
Bailey. Drawing on victims’ accounts and
descendants’ memories, The Weeping
Time uses the largest slave auction in US
history as a lens to explore the legacies
of slavery, diaspora and the Civil War. (H)
https://bit.ly/2GI2cd4; video interview with
author here: https://bit.ly/2E9xfJo
The Women Who Gave Us Christmas,
by William Loren Katz. Article about how
women organized Christmas bazaars to
finance the abolition cause and used the
fundraisers as an opportunity to spread
anti-slavery messages. (M, H, TR) http://
bit.ly/1QvQJe8
Write the Truth, by Bob Peterson,
Rethinking Schools. Peterson describes
an inquiry project in which his fifth graders
investigated which US presidents owned
slaves, and then wrote letters to textbook
publishers to demand that this information
be included. (E, M) http://bit.ly/svqysP

African American History,
Issues and Rights
40 Books to Celebrate National Poetry
Month, by Black Children’s Books and
Authors. Forty powerful poetry books by
Black writers, which can be used during
National Poetry Month and year-round. (E)
https://bit.ly/2Ei0lXa
10,000 Black Men Named George, a
film by Robert Townsend. The story of
the attempt to establish the Brotherhood
of Sleeping Car Porters, a union of Black
railway porters working for the Pullman
Company, with the assistance of journalist
and political activist Asa Philip Randolph.
All Black porters were referred to as
“George” because they worked for owner
George Pullman. (M, H) http://amzn.
to/2l8E2vw
“A School Year Like No Other”: Eyes on
the Prize: “Fighting Back: 1957-1962,”
by Bill Bigelow. This lesson celebrates
the determination and sacrifice of those
individuals who were on the front line in
the struggle for school integration and
examines the resistance to it. Students
watch the video segment from Eyes on
the Prize, and through their own writing,
they “become” the individuals whose lives
shaped and were shaped by these key civil
rights battles. (M, H) http://bit.ly/2hWXuee

A. Philip Randolph Exhibit, by the
George Meany Memorial Archives. This
online exhibit includes photographs,
articles, a bibliography and classroom
activities about labor rights activist and civil
rights leader A. Philip Randolph. (H) http://
bit.ly/IDxZnP
Address at the Youth March for
Integrated Schools of 18 April 1959, by
Martin Luther King, Jr. Almost six months
after the first Youth March for Integrated
Schools, Dr. King addressed about 26,000
people at the Sylvan Theater on the
grounds of the Washington Monument.
King urged the young people to “make
a career of humanity… you will make a
greater person of yourself, a greater nation
of your country, and a finer world to live
in.” (H) Full text of the speech here: https://
stanford.io/2q22RfF
Back to Africa Movement Unit Plan:
Marcus Garvey, W.E.B. DuBois, and
Booker T. Washington, by Library of
Congress Teaching with Primary Sources.
In this unit, which includes detailed day-byday procedures, students learn to define
Pan Africanism and the Back to Africa
movement, explain the role of the NAACP
and the UNIA, evaluate life for African
Americans under Jim Crow, and compare
and contrast the ideas of Washington,
Garvey and Dubois. (H) https://bit.
ly/2uGqwa6
Barack Obama: Son of Promise, Child
of Hope, by Nikki Grimes. Even as a boy,
Barack knew he wasn’t quite like anybody
else. Through his journeys he found
the ability to listen to Hope and become
what he was meant to be: a bridge to
bring people together. This is the moving
story of our 44th President, told by Nikki
Grimes and illustrated by Bryan Collier,
both winners of the Coretta Scott King
Award. (E) http://bit.ly/2p9EiMK; printable
educator’s guide: https://bit.ly/2ufyRkV
Billie Holiday’s Song “Strange Fruit,” by
TeacherVision. Through a critical musical
lens using Billie Holiday’s song “Strange
Fruit,” students will discuss the lyrics that
focus on hate crimes and lynching. (H)
http://bit.ly/2l2Iwnn
Black Americans in Congress, by
History, Art and Archives, US House
of Representatives. This site contains
biographical profiles of former African
American members of Congress, links to
information about current Black members,
essays on institutional and national events
that shaped successive generations of
African Americans in Congress, and
images of each individual member,
supplemented by historical photos. (M, H)
https://bit.ly/21cdnvG
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Education for Liberation Network recommends
the following organizations and resources.

Teacher organizations:

Organizations that publish curricula and teaching resources:
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View these resources, organizations
and conferences online with live links:

www.justiceplanbook.com/resources
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Who stood up for freedom and justice by

for using knowledge to make a difference.
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